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 ردیف سوالات بارم

5.0 A: Vocabulary 

Odd one out . 

1. a. planet         b. microscope      c. observatory        d. star 

2. a. protect        b. attack               c. defend                d. take care of 
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3 Complete the following sentences using the given words.( one word is 

extra )  

alive – destroying – lit – protect – danger – anymore – abroad  

3. She told me not to phone her ……. . 

4. It was so cold and dark , so we ……. a fire .  

0. Elephants are the largest land animals …….. today. 

6. He hopes to travel ………… next year. 

7. Children’s lives are in ………… every time they cross the road. 

8. Some of these  companies are ……….. the environment.          
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2 Complete the following sentences use your own vocabulary 

knowledge. 

9. A building where many interesting objects are kept so that people 

can go there and see them is a /an ……………. .  

15. Tom was ……..  in an accident , so that he couldn’t walk well. 

11. The organ in our body which pumps blood around our body is 

our….….. . 

12. Water is a kind of …………… that is in rivers , lakes and seas.  
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2 Choose the best answer. 

 

13. My father is so busy , so my brother will go ………… . 

a. anymore         b. really          c. especially          d. instead 

14. We can see hundreds of stars in the ………… sky at night. 

a. deep                b. clear            c. cloudy              d. medium 

10. The fact that he’s eating more is a/an …… that he’s feeling better.  

a. orbit                b. ring              c. sign                   d. wonder 

16. Helia hopes to meet Sadaf again in the near …………. .  

a. past                 b. plan              c. future              d. kind 
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2 B: Grammar  

Choose the best answer. 

 

17. “ The windows are dirty .” “ Yes , I know. I ……… them later. “  

a. am washing       b. wash      c. washed          d. ‘m going to wash 

18. “When will her classmates …………….to Shiraz by train. ? “  

a. to travel            b. travel            c. traveling               d. traveled  

19. “ How is your father today ? “   “ He is ……….. as yesterday . “  

a. good                  b. better           c. the best                 d. as well  

25. Does your friend have …………… money than his brother ?  

a. much                b. many             c. most                       d. more 
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1 Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the verbs in the brackets.  

 

21. John ………….. five years old next month. ( be )  

22. This is ………… women’s basketball team in the country. ( bad )  
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1 Complete the following sentences using your own grammar 

knowledge.  

23. A: “ I have a headache . “  “ B: Wait a second . I ……. get an 

aspirin for you. “ 

24. Winter is ……………… season of the year.  
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5.0 Unscramble. 

 

20. most/Venice /in/is/the/the/beautiful/world/city/./ 
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2 Write the question  

26. ………………? Our English teacher will teach us next Monday. 

Answer the question 

27. Is your cell phone more expensive than mine ? No, …… .  ( as ) 
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1 C: Pronunciation 

Falling or Rising Intonation ? 

 

28. When will the tourists visit Isfahan ? 

29. This river isn’t so deep as the other one. 

35. Will your aunt go to the museum ? 

31. What a beautiful animal ! 
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1 D: Writing  

Use the correct form of the words in brackets in the blanks.  

 

32. It’s a nice …... Many ……go there on holiday. ( place – person ) 

33. My laptop is $055. Your laptop is $405. Yours is …………. my 

laptop. ( expensive) 
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1 Dictation 

Write the missing letters. 

 

34. We can see Mer__ __ ry  without a telescope. 

30. Doing daily e__er__ i __e is useful for everyone. 
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1 Odd one out .  

 

36. A. boring          b. neat            c. medium                     d.difficult 

37. A. golden           b. plastic         c. cheap                         d. rocky  
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2 E: Conversation  

Match halves. 

 

38. Excuse me, what is it ? Is it a leopard?                                                                                  

39. Oh, a cheetah?                                                                                                                           

45. I know . I heard around 75 of them are alive. yes ?                                                                                         

41. Really ?! How ?  

                                                                                                                                           

a. yes , people don’t care of them  . 

b.  Right ,  but the number will increase 

c. yeah , an Iraninan cheetah. It is an endangered animal.       

d.  No, it is a cheetah.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

e.  Well , we have some plans , for example , we are going to protect 

their homes . 
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0 F: Reading  

Read the passage and answer the questions . 

Heart is a strong pump that sends the blood around your body . It works 

all the time , even when you are sleeping. It pumps blood that is full of 

oxygen and food to every part of your body.  

You have blood everywhere inside your body. A blood sample is 

usually %40 blood cells and %00 plasma. The blood cells move in a 

yellow liquid . The liquid is called plasma. It carries blood cells .  

Types of blood cells are red blood cells and white blood cells . Red 

blood cells give the blood its red color. There are 0 million of them in a 

drop of blood. Red blood cells are so small that you can’t see them with 

your eyes. You can see them with a microscope. The red blood cells 

carry oxygen to every part of your body. White blood cells are larger 

than red blood cells , but there are less of them . There are 8555 in one 

drop of blood. They defend your body against microbes.  
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 Choose the best answer 

42. According to the passage , it is NOT true that …..  . 

a. Plasma carries white and red blood cells 

b. The number of blood cells is less than plasma 

c. Red blood cells are not smaller than white blood cells  

d. Your blood has less white blood cells than red  cells 

43. Which one is NOT in your blood ? 

a. red blood cells                              c. heart              

b. white blood cells                          d. plasma 

TRUE OR FALSE  

44. You can’t see red blood cells without a microscope.  

40. The blood is red because of red blood cells  

Answer the following questions.  

46. What carries oxygen around the body ?  

How many white blood cells are there in a drop of blood ? 

 

0 G: Cloze test. 

 

A zoo in England has something like a school for its little penguins . 

The little penguins must …47…… to swim and hunt in a small pool . A 

woman ……48… them . It is important for the little penguins to learn it 

because when they grow up the zookeepers will move them to a bigger 

pool with bigger penguins. The little penguins must fight for …49… 

with the others. If they can not …05…… they can not eat . If they ‘re not 

good at swimming and hunting , they will not catch anything . This kind 

of penguin is called  The Humboldt Penguin. They live in south 

America . There are not many penguins of this kind. Humboldt 

Penguins are …01… animals and people try to save them.  

47. a. visit               b. learn                   c. save                   d. hurt 

48. a. injures           b. explains              c. hopes                d. teaches 

49. a. food               b. group                 c. forest                 d. plain 

05. a. cut                 b.  increase             c.  hunt                  d. finish 

01. a. safe               b.  endangered        c. natural               d. injured  
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 GOOD LUCK  

 


